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Religious Freedom and Liberty Issues in America - 29 

The pillar with which religious freedom and true liberty in America are constructed is that of 

knowledge. An intelligent understanding of the high cost of these basic human rights and the 

constant threats to their continuance is essential. Fundamental changes in both societal and 

governmental attitudes, towards the "First Freedoms" of the United States, should be 

monitored and recognized by the populace and responded to accordingly. Special programs, 

dedicated to this pressing threat and community need, as broadcast during this reporting 

period, are listed below:  . 

Issue – Systemic Racism 

Is there a way to be “effectively racist” without being overtly, unlawfully so?  Alan Reinach discusses the 

issue with Pastor Todd Leonard, of the Glendale City Seventh-day Adventist Church about the history of 

Glendale, California. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  

"A Church Confronts Systemic Racism” - 14 minutes - 01-02-2020 & 01-03-2020 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm & 01-

06-2021 @ 6:30pm. 

 

Issue – Christian Nationalism. Is It Freedom or Really a Threat to Freedom? 

The Founding Fathers of the United States, especially 2nd President John Adams, knew that the Constitution 

was inadequate to govern a people who did not have Christian religion internally guiding their actions. 

However, does this mean that the nation needs to become “officially” Christian?  Alan Reinach discusses the 

issue with Amanda Tyler, Exec Director Baptist Joint Committee on Religious Liberty. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  

"Christians Against Christian Nationalism” - 14 minutes - 01-09-2021 & 01-10-2020 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm & 

01-13 2021 @ 6:30pm. 

-------------------------- 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Additional Issues of Interest and Consequence Follow:  

Issue – Weight Control, Weight Loss, Weight Gain and Your Health  
 

Looking nice, based upon societal norms, is a powerful force. However, tips and tricks that are actually 

destructive to good health are often sold as being “good for you.” 

HMS Richards Jr. and Lonnie Melashenko discuss this topic in a series of programs with Registered 

Dietician Gwen Wareham in a direct and helpful manner with guidance that leads to a health and abundant 

life.  

Program – Voice of prophecy  
“Weight Control” - 13 minutes – A five-part series aired, Monday through Friday, 02-22-2021 through 02-26-2021 

@ 2:05am, 7:05am, 5:35pm. 

-------------------------- 

Issue – From Evolution to Creationism, One Scientist’s Journey 

It is frequently stated that “no real scientist could be a Christian believer” because the evidence all points 

away from the stories told in the Holy Bible”. However, even the strength of this anti-religion bias did not 

prevent Dr. Kuznetsov from making discoveries convincing him of another orthodoxy than the one taught 

by the State.  Many American scientists have also made this journey.  HMS Richards Jr. and Lonnie 

Melashenko discuss this topic with Dr. Dimitri Kuznetsov, noted Russian scientist, author and scholar with 

three Doctorates who allowed scientific evidence to alter his entire life course.  

Program – Voice of Prophecy 

"From Evolutionist to Creationist" - 13 minutes – A five-part series aired, Monday through Friday, 03-01-

2021 through 03-05-2021, @ 02:05am, 07:05pm & 5:35pm 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Heart Disease in the United States 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Heart disease is the leading cause of death for 

men, women, and people of most racial and ethnic groups in the United States. 

One person dies every 36 seconds in the United States from cardiovascular disease. 

About 655,000 Americans die from heart disease each year—that’s 1 in every 4 deaths. 

Heart disease costs the United States about $219 billion each year from 2014 to 2015.3 This includes the 

cost of health care services, medicines, and lost productivity due to death. 

It is called “the silent killer,” and it affects people everywhere. More and more people are dealing with high 

blood pressure. Not only does it have the potential to kill, but it can also impair brain function and adversely 

affect quality of life. 



 

Pastor John Bradshaw investigates what can be done to improve both the length and quality of heart health 

with special guest Dr. David DeRose from CompassHealth Consulting as they discuss biblical health 

principles to combat high blood pressure. 

Program – It Is Written 

"Controlling Your Blood Pressure" - 30 minutes – 02-07-2021 at 6:26am and 02-08-2021, @ 12:26pm 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Slavery, Is It Really Gone? 

Slavery in the world is nearly as old as humanity itself. This practice only began to diminish in the late 

1780s, world-wide, and although slavery, in the United States, had been abolished in 1865, by the 1880s, 

“convict-leasing” flourished in its place. Many black citizens who had thought themselves free were 

unjustly ensnared in yet another form of forced labor. Freedom isn’t always as it seems. However, the 

greater truth is that there are nearly eight billion slaves still being held prisoner on planet earth! 

Join Pastor John Bradshaw and learn who these people are and how each one needs to learn of the glorious 

hope God offers for those enslaved by sin…a worse task master than many realize! 

Program – It Is Written 

"Free Indeed" - 30 minutes – 02-21-2021 at 6:26am and 02-21-2021, @ 12:26pm 

 


